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JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
 

AGENDA 
 

2nd Meeting, 2011 (Session 3) 
 

Tuesday 18 January 2011 
 
The Committee will meet at 10.00 am in Committee Room 4. 
 
1. Double Jeopardy (Scotland) Bill (in private): The Committee will consider a 

draft Stage 1 report. 
 

Not before 10.30 am 
 

2. Decisions on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether 
to take items 5 and 6 in private and also whether to consider in private at future 
meetings the main themes arising from written and oral evidence received on 
the Long Leases (Scotland) Bill at Stage 1.  

 
3. Long Leases (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will take evidence on the Bill at 

Stage 1 from— 
 

Professor George Gretton, Commissioner, and John Dods, Project 
Manager, Scottish Law Commission; 
 

and then from— 
 

Andy Wightman, independent researcher. 
 

4. Appointment of EU Reporter: The Committee will appoint a member to serve 
as EU Reporter during the pilot of an early warning system for consideration of 
EU legislative proposals. 

 
5. Long Leases (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider the written 

evidence received so far and decide whether to invite additional witnesses to 
give evidence at its meeting on 1 February 2011. 

 
6. Long Leases (Scotland) Bill: The Committee will consider the main themes 

arising from the oral evidence heard earlier in the meeting. 
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7. Double Jeopardy (Scotland) Bill (in private): The Committee will continue to 
consider a draft Stage 1 report. 

 
 

Andrew Mylne 
Clerk to the Justice Committee 

Room TG.01 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 348 5195 

Email: andrew.mylne@scottish.parliament.uk

mailto:andrew.mylne@scottish.parliament.uk
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The papers for this meeting are as follows— 
 
Agenda item 3  

All written submissions on the Long Leases (Scotland) Bill  
 

  

Copy of the Long Leases (Scotland) Bill and all 
accompanying documents  
 

  

Paper by SPICe (private paper) (to follow) 
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Agenda item 4  

Paper by the Clerk 
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Agenda item 5  

Paper by the Clerk (private paper) (to follow) 
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Agenda item 7  

Draft report (private paper) (to follow) 
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Letter from the Crown Prosecution Service 
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Paper for information  

Letter from the Law Society of Scotland on the Scottish 
Legal Aid Budget 
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http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/justice/inquiries/LongLeases/longleasessubmissions.htm
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/bills/61-LongLeases/index.htm
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/bills/61-LongLeases/index.htm
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Justice Committee 
 

2nd Meeting, 2011 (Session 3), Tuesday 18 January 2011 
 

The Scottish Parliament’s EU Strategy - appointment of EU reporter 
 
Background 

1. The debate on the European and External Relations Committee (EERC) report on 
the impact of the Treaty of Lisbon took place on 9 December 2010 and the following 
motion was agreed to: 

S3M-07496 Irene Oldfather on behalf of the European and External 
Relations Committee: Report on the impact of the Treaty of Lisbon on 
Scotland— That the Parliament notes the European and External Relations 
Committee’s 4th Report 2010 (Session 3), Inquiry into the Impact of the Treaty of 
Lisbon on Scotland (SP Paper 469) and agrees to the introduction of a 
Parliament-wide strategy for European Union engagement and scrutiny, including 
the introduction on a pilot basis and if successful, permanently, of an early 
warning system for EU legislative proposals, as outlined in Annexe B to the 
Report. 

 
2. The EU Strategy and related annexes is available on the Parliament’s website at: 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/europe/inquiries/euDirectives/do
cuments/EUStrategy_Final.pdf

3. The EU Strategy proposes an enhanced role for subject committees in early 
engagement and the scrutiny of emerging EU legislative proposals.  Subject committees 
will be responsible for appointing EU Reporters and for scrutinising EU legislative 
proposals within their area.  

4. A pilot to test the process for consideration of EU legislative proposals in subject 
Committees will seek to ensure that the format, content and timing of the information 
received meets the needs of subject committees.  Subject committees are invited to 
appoint EU Reporters to cover the period of the pilot.  The pilot will commence at the 
end of January with the Scottish Government’s first report on EU legislative proposals 
being issued to EU Reporters on 31 January.  The pilot will run to dissolution.  The 
process will be evaluated over the dissolution period and the EU Strategy and 
associated procedures and guidance will be finalised and in place for the next 
Parliamentary session. 

Appointment of EU Reporters 

5. The role of the EU Reporter during the pilot will be to undertake the initial review of 
EU legislative proposals and accompanying Explanatory Memoranda, together with the 
Convener and the Clerk.  A list of EU legislative proposals and the detailed documents 
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from the Scottish Government will be sent to the EU Reporter and Convener (copied to 
the Clerk) on a weekly basis.  The purpose of the review will be to identify and, if 
necessary, prioritise legislative proposals which should be considered for further 
scrutiny by the Committee and identify those in respect of which no further action is 
required.  The proposed process for consideration of legislative proposals is outlined in 
Annexe B of the EU Strategy.  It is anticipated that subject committees will develop 
criteria for assessing which proposals to prioritise, with the support of the Brussels 
Office and SPICe.  Over the period of the pilot, subject committees may wish to 
consider focusing on those areas already prioritised through their review of the 
Commission’s Work Programme (CWP). 

For decision 

6. The Committee is invited to appoint a member of the committee to act as an EU 
Reporter for the period of the pilot for consideration of EU legislative proposals. 

 
Committee Clerk 
January 2011 
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Justice Committee 
 

2nd Meeting, 2011 (Session 3), Tuesday 18 January 2011 
 

Letter from Keir Starmer QC, Director of Public Prosecutions at the Crown 
Prosecution Service, to the Convener 

 
Double Jeopardy (Scotland) Bill 

 
I write in response to your letter of 23 December [please see the annexe] in relation 
to the operation of the double jeopardy provisions in England and Wales, particularly 
following the recent conviction of Mark Weston. 
 
To date, we have made ten applications to the Court of Appeal to quash acquittals.  
In four of the eight cases that have been decided, the Court has granted our 
application and ordered a retrial.  Two of the cases that have been referred to the 
Court have yet to be decided.  
 
You have asked specifically about the case against Mark Weston.   
 
Mrs Vikki Thompson was the victim of a savage attack whilst out walking her dog on 
12 August 1995.  She died of her injuries on 18 August 1995.  Mark Weston was 
arrested and charged with her murder.  He at all times denied having been the 
person who attacked her (or that he had been at the scene either at the time or she 
was attacked or immediately afterwards). Thus the issue at the trial was identity.  
 
Following his trial, Mark Weston was acquitted by the jury on 3 December 1996.     
 
The police treated Mrs Thompson’s murder as an unresolved crime.  Ten years after 
her death, Thames Valley Police’s Major Crime Review Team decided to 
reinvestigate the case. All decisions in relation to the investigation of a crime 
(including whether it is appropriate to reinvestigate a specific offence) are for the 
police and the CPS does not have any responsibility for deciding which cases 
should be reinvestigated, nor when the reinvestigation should take place.   
 
Once the police have decided that they wish to reinvestigate a case, however, the 
CPS will become involved.  A reviewing lawyer will be allocated to the case; s/he will 
advise the police on any evidential matters that arise and will have responsibility for 
dealing with the case throughout the application and trial process.  In the case 
against Mark Weston, the CPS reviewing lawyer (who had also been the reviewing 
lawyer in the first trial) was involved with the case from an early stage.  
 
Once the decision had been made to reinvestigate Mrs Thompson’s murder, 
Thames Valley Police conducted a complete review of the initial investigation.  A 
number of exhibits had been preserved, including a pair of boots belonging to Mark 
Weston which had been seized when he was arrested in 1995.  They were sent to 
the forensic laboratory for further examination.  When they were re-examined, small 
blood marks were detected on the boots.  DNA examination confirmed that the 
blood matched that of Mrs Thompson, with a match probability of 1:1 billion.   
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These spots of blood had not been found when the boots were examined during the 
initial investigation.  It was common ground between all the scientists that small 
blood spots on dark, uneven surfaces such as boots can be difficult to find, even by 
competent scientists doing their best. Though scientific techniques have not 
advanced significantly in the intervening period, the  methods and procedures of 
examination have changed somewhat, for example, the use of better, stronger 
lighting, and the fact that each scientist’s work is now double-checked by another 
scientist. 
 
It was of significance that in the (unchallenged) opinion of the forensic scientist that 
the blood had been wet when it was deposited on the boots, given that the issue at 
the trial had been the identity of Mrs Thompson’s attacker, and that on the defence 
put forward by Mark Weston there was no reasonable explanation as to how her wet 
blood could have come to be on his boots. Thanks to careful record keeping by the 
police and the laboratory, the Court was able to exclude the possibility that the boots 
had been accidentally contaminated with Mrs Thompson’s blood either during the 
initial examination which had taken place immediately following the murder or at any 
later stage. 
 
My Principal Legal Advisor, Alison Levitt QC, represented the Prosecution in the 
Court of Appeal.  The Court found the new evidence to be highly probative of guilt, 
quashed the acquittal and ordered that Mr Weston should be retried. 
 
As you are aware, the trial took place at Reading Crown Court at the end of last 
year.  The jury convicted Mr Weston on 13 December 2010 and he was sentenced 
to life imprisonment, with a minimum term of 13 years to serve before he is eligible 
to be considered for parole.   
 
I attach a copy of the judgment of the Court of Appeal, which you may find of 
interest. 
 
I hope that this assists you and your committee.  As I have already said, my 
Principal Legal Advisor appeared in this case as counsel. Since then she has also 
appeared in a further case, that of Barry George Whittle and she may conduct 
others this year. As you will appreciate, she now has considerable experience of 
how the legislation works in practice (including questions such as publicity, and the 
mechanics of getting the acquitted person before the Court) as she considers the 
majority of applications which are sent to me for my consent. Plainly this includes 
the cases where I decline to give my consent as well as those where it is given. She 
would be pleased to help in any way she can if you would like to know anything 
further. 
 
 
Keir Starmer QC 
Director of Public Prosecutions 
The Crown Prosecution Service 
12 January 2011 
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Annexe 
 

Letter from the Convener to Keir Starmer QC 
 

The Scottish Parliament’s Justice Committee is currently considering the Double 
Jeopardy (Scotland) Bill which will codify in statute a general rule against double 
jeopardy. However, the Bill proposes a number of exceptions to this principle, 
including where the original trial was “tainted”, where an acquitted person 
subsequently confesses to the offence, or where new evidence of guilt emerges. 
 
The Bill will also allow for the retrospective application of the general new evidence 
exception. During the Committee’s evidence sessions on the Bill, it heard from the 
police and prosecutors on the practicalities of identifying which cases should be 
reinvestigated and the implications for storage of evidence.  
 
The Committee’s consideration of the legislation has coincided with the conviction 
of Mark Weston at Reading Crown Court for the murder of Vikki Thompson in 1995. 
The Committee is aware that Mr Weston was originally acquitted of Mrs 
Thompson’s murder but that new forensic evidence, including bloodstains on Mr 
Weston’s boots, had recently come to light which allowed for a second trial. While 
the Committee has been able to gain some details on the case from the media, it is 
interested in finding out more information on the background to the new trial, 
principally how the new evidence came to light after so many years. 
 
I am therefore writing to ask if it would be possible for the Committee to receive a 
short summary of the circumstances which led to the second prosecution. Any 
information you can provide would be most helpful in providing an actual example of 
what happens before a second trial can be brought. 
 
The Committee is required to report on the general principles of the Bill by the end 
of January next year so if you were able to provide us with some information 
relating to the case, I would be most grateful in receiving it by Monday 17 January 
2011. 
 
 
Bill Aitken MSP 
Convener, Justice Committee 
23 December 2010 
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Justice Committee 
 

2nd Meeting, 2011 (Session 3), Tuesday 18 January 2011 
 

Letter from the Law Society of Scotland to the Convener 
 

Scottish Legal Aid Budget 
 
As you will be aware, the Scottish Government’s budget statement last November 
included a proposed cut of 8.2% to the legal aid budget. I want to let you know that 
today and following detailed discussions with the Scottish Legal Aid Board over the 
last few weeks, we have set out our final position on how best to deliver the required 
reduction in criminal legal assistance. Importantly, our position falls short of 
supporting the significant expansion of the Public Defence Solicitors Office (PDSO) 
as proposed by the Scottish Government. 
 
At a time of such strained public finances, we realise the legal aid budget cannot and 
will not be immune from the drive to reduce public spending, not least when savings 
are being made right across the public sector. However, as the representative body 
of the solicitor profession with an important duty to also represent the interests of the 
public, we would be concerned by any move which risks undermining the principles 
that underpin access to justice and compliance with the European Convention on 
Human Rights. 
 
Given the need for savings to be found for the upcoming financial year, it was clear to 
us and to the Scottish Government that the vast majority of savings would fall on 
criminal legal assistance. That is why our Criminal Legal Aid Negotiating Team, 
appointed by the Society’s Council, has worked hard since November to find a way 
forward that offers the best solution for our members and the public. 
 
Following the budget statement, the Cabinet Secretary for Justice made it clear that 
he expected savings of £4.5 million to be found through a significant expansion in the 
PDSO. We know that such an expansion would see over 40 new PDSO solicitors 
employed and four or five new offices opened. This would have seen the PDSO take 
on 60-75% of the duty scheme in existing and newly allocated courts. 
 
We do not believe that a compelling case has been made to support such a massive 
expansion of the PDSO. When public finances are under such strain, resulting in job 
losses across the public sector, we believe that most people would find it difficult to 
understand a suggestion of employing an additional 40 publicly funded solicitors 
along with new offices across Scotland and the overhead costs that such an 
expansion would bring. 
 
However, given the financial challenge facing the legal aid budget, we do see merit in 
looking at ways of more efficiently using the existing 15 solicitors working in PDSO 
offices. That is why we are accepting a greater role for the existing PDSO so it covers 
around 35% of the duty scheme in and around those areas where the PDSO already 
operates. This move in itself would save several million pounds from the legal aid 
budget, including early savings for the next financial year, but without a single new 
PDSO office having to be opened. 
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Another area of importance has been maintaining appropriate fee levels for our 
members in providing core legal aid advice and representation. Indeed, the 
overwhelming view of our members involved in criminal legal aid has been in favour 
of protecting, as far as possible, these core payments for carrying out summary legal 
aid work. After all, practitioners have already seen their income reduced as a result of 
summary justice reform and any further reductions could come on top of these earlier 
cuts. The £30 (5.8%) cut to the core fee proposed by the Scottish Government for 
this year will still impact criminal legal aid solicitors. However, by proposing a more 
efficient utilisation of the PDSO as well as some savings in other areas, we believe 
Scottish solicitors will still be able to provide high quality defence for their clients. 
 
In a wider context, it is also worth emphasising the importance of avoiding the path 
being taken by the UK Government, which is introducing drastic restrictions to the 
scope of legal aid in England and Wales. As I have mentioned, the Law Society of 
Scotland has an important role to represent the interests of the public as well as our 
members. We simply do not believe that the kind of restrictions being introduced in 
England and Wakes, including the removal of divorce, employment and benefits from 
legal aid altogether, is the right way forward. Indeed, we would commend the Scottish 
Government for avoiding this path, which would risk seriously undermining access to 
justice for the vulnerable and those who cannot afford to pay for their legal 
representation. 
 
This has been a difficult process, both for our Legal Aid Negotiating Team and for 
criminal legal aid practitioners as a whole. The Scottish Government’s proposed 
budget was announced little more than seven weeks ago. Within a tight and 
challenging timetable falling over Christmas and New Year, we have worked hard to 
listen to our members and agree a set of realistic and credible proposals. By better 
utilising the current PDSO, reducing the core summary core fee by £30 and taking 
forward savings in some other fee areas, we have a package that meets the required 
£4.5 million saving that had been identified but without the massive expansion of the 
PDSO across Scotland. 
 
There is no doubt that these savings will still present an enormous challenge to 
criminal legal aid solicitors across Scotland. However, in the context of a difficult 
financial settlement, we believe these proposals present the best option for the 
profession and the public. 
 
 
Jamie Millar 
President 
7 January 2011  
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